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We will focus on the flow simulation inside packaging machines and the associated moving 
interface problems. Typically, the packages are transported through the machine on a conveyor 
belt. They pass a variety of nozzles, which fill the packages with liquids of different texture and 
temperature. First, we address the induced domain deformations that are on the one hand strictly 
translational, prescribed and periodic in nature and on the other hand affect only a portion of 
the domain boundary, thus leading to large relative movement. Second, the flow field and the 
temperature field within the packaging machine are of interest. During the filling process, we 
face multiple phases – the filled product and surrounding air – and we have to account for the 
resulting interfaces in the numerical method. 
 
These types of moving interface problems can be handled either with an interface capturing or 
an interface tracking approach [1]. Interface capturing employs an implicit description of the 
moving boundary – leading to a flexible, yet comparably less accurate description –, whereas 
interface tracking explicitly deforms the computational mesh – a more accurate yet also more 
tedious approach. In this work, the developed methods are embedded in a Deforming-Spatial 
Domain/Stabilized Space-Time (DSD/SST) finite element framework [2], which allows to 
write the variational form of the underlying problem directly over deforming domains. 
 
The domain deformation itself is implemented as an efficient and accurate interface tracking 
approach in the novel Virtual-Ring Shear-Slip Mesh Update Method (VR-SSMUM); an 
extension of the Shear-Slip Mesh Update Method (SSMUM) [3]. For the multiphase flow, we 
will apply the level set method to keep track of the interface. Finally, test cases related to 
packaging machines in 2D and 3D are presented.   
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